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Greetings Crew 
Thank You everyone who made the month of Au-
gust a great month for our chapter and our com-
munity! We tried some new things, and support-
ed our local schools with a supply drive.   Thank 

you all again for supporting our charitable functions.  One new thing we 
tried was a very fun Star Trek Vs Star Wars trivia night at the Savannah 
Brewing Company. Being on a weeknight so I know this was difficult for a 
lot of you to come still it was fun and if you missed it we have a long list of 
activities coming up, everything from movies, parades, library events, virtu-
al activities and opportunities for community service. We are also open and 
eager to hear of what you the crew would like to do.  This a great time to 
be a Star Trek / Science-Fiction fan. There are more Star Trek shows and 
other Sci Fi than at any time in history,. The United States and other nations 
have plans to return to moon in the next few years.  Our chapter was estab-
lished not just on Star Trek but on the love of exploration and most im-
portantly the bond of friendships depicted in the show. Please help this 
spirit to continue by participating when you can, suggesting activities or 
events you would enjoy and help  us on our mission to make new friends as 
we enjoy and explore life. The world continues to evolve and change and 
we will experience some growing pains as we adapt but I have confidence 
that the this crew will not only stay friends but continue far into the future. 
After all we are only a few years away from "First Contact according to Star 
Trek history. 
May each of you find a bright star by which to steer. 
Your Friend and chapter CO 
Carnell 
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Around the Fleet 

H A I L I N G  F R E Q U E N C I E S  

Greetings fellow members of R1. As the IG for STAR-
FLEET I just want to remind you that starting September 
1, 2022 will be the voting phase for the Commander 
STARFLEET election. Voting will run from September 1, 
2022 thru November 15, 2022. This month's CQ has the 
platforms for all the members and you can either go to the 
websites/pages of the candidates or follow discussion on 
the CS Election FB page. If you have any questions con-
cerning the election process you can email me at 
ig@sfi.org. Thank you. 
Live long and prosper, 
RADM Stephen Stott 
IG, STARFLEET 



Cooking with Neelix 
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INGREDIENTS 
2  15 oz canned peaches, drained 
2  8 ounce refrigerated crescent 
roll dough 
1 cup (2 sticks) butter 
2/3 cup granulated sugar 
2/3 cup brown sugar 
3 teaspoons cinnamon 
1 ½ cups cup sprite or citrus soda 
vanilla ice cream, for serving 

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F and thoroughly grease a 9x13 bak-
ing dish. 

Open crescent dough and separate into triangles. 
Place one or two peach slices (depending on size) at the wide end 

of the dough triangle. Sprinkle with a pinch of cinnamon and roll 
dough around peach. 

Once dough is secure, move dumpling to the baking dish. Repeat 
with the rest of the dough. 

Melt the two sticks of butter in a large bowl and combine with the 
white sugar, brown sugar, and the remaining cinnamon until 
smooth. 

Using a large spoon, pour the butter mixture over the dumplings. 
Pour the Sprite around the dough avoiding the tops for a crispy 

crust to the dumplings. 
Bake for 30-35 minutes or until the dough is just browning on top. 
Serve warm and top with vanilla ice cream. 

 

The Easiest Peach Dumplings 

https://12tomatoes.com/the-easiest-peach-dumplings/
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Three series, six nominations: 
the 2022 Saturn Awards  

recognize Star Trek 

AUGUST 15, 2022 - You might recall that last year Star Trek: Dis-
covery and Star Trek: Picard rolled through the annual Saturn 
Awards with seven nominations and three wins. The latter were for 
best series, best actor, and best supporting actor. Trek continues to 
show up in multiple categories in this year’s nominations. 
Deadline is reporting on and listing all the nominations, which in-
clude six in the Star Trek universe. Those are: 

Star Trek: Lower Decks: Animated Series. The Lower Deckers are 
up against Arcane, Blade Runner: Black Lotus, The Boys Presents: 
Diabolical, Invincible, Star Wars: The Bad Batch, and What If? 

Star Trek: Discovery: Science Fiction Series (Streaming) 

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds: Science Fiction Series (Streaming). 
DISCO and SNW are in competition with The Expanse, For All 
Mankind, Lost in Space, The Mandalorian, and the Trek-adjacent 
The Orville: New Horizons. 

Anson Mount: Actor in a Streaming Series. Actors attempting to 
outmaneuver Captain Pike are Tom Hiddleston from Loki, Oscar 
Isaac from Moon Knight, Anthony Mackie from Falcon & The Win-
ter Soldier, Ewan McGregor from Obi-Wan Kenobi, Adam Scott 

https://www.dailystartreknews.com/read/star-trek-discovery-and-star-trek-picard-nominated-for-total-of-7-saturn-awards?rq=Saturn
https://www.dailystartreknews.com/read/star-trek-franchise-wins-big-with-three-2021-saturn-awards-including-best-series-actor-and-supporting-actor?rq=Saturn
https://deadline.com/2022/08/saturn-awards-2022-nominations-list-movies-tv-1235089636/
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from Severance, and Antony Starr from The Boys. 

Ethan Peck: Supporting Actor in a Streaming Series. Vying for the award are some other 
logical choices, including Zach Cherry from Severance, Ethan Hawke from Moon Knight, 
Joel Kinnaman from For All Mankind, Elliot Page from Umbrella Academy, Joseph Quinn 
from Stranger Things, and John Turturro from Severance. 

Jess Bush: Supporting Actress in a Streaming Series. There might be some wounds to dress 
after the competition with Patricia Arquette from Severance, Danielle Brooks from Peace-
maker, Nell Tiger from Free Servant, Kathryn Hahn from WandaVision, Moses Ingram 
from Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Aleyse Shannon from Leverage: Redemption. 

In addition, Star Trek veteran LeVar Burton has been nominated for Guest Performance in a 
Streaming Series for Redemption. 

The Saturn Awards are in their fiftieth year and are organized by the Academy of Science 
Fiction, Fantasy & Horror Films. The ceremony this year is scheduled for October 25 and 
will be livestreamed on ElectricNOW. 

by David Powell  

Star Trek's original USS Enterprise model goes back on 
display at the Smithsonian 
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The USS Star League proudly gives to their 
community by donating school supplies to 
local schools! 
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NASA Identifies Candidate Regions for  
Landing Next Americans on Moon 

As NASA prepares to send astronauts back to the Moon under Arte-

mis, the agency has identified 13 candidate landing regions near the 

lunar South Pole. Each region contains multiple potential landing 

sites for Artemis III, which will be the first of the Artemis missions 

to bring crew to the lunar surface, including the first woman to set 

foot on the Moon. 

“Selecting these regions means we are one giant leap closer to re-

turning humans to the Moon for the first time since Apollo,” said 

Mark Kirasich, deputy associate administrator for the Artemis 

Campaign Development Division at NASA Headquarters in Wash-

ington. “When we do, it will be unlike any mission that’s come be-

fore as astronauts venture into dark areas previously unexplored by 

humans and lay the groundwork for future long-term stays.” 

NASA identified the following candidate regions for an Artemis III 

lunar landing: 

• Faustini Rim A 
• Peak Near Shackleton 
• Connecting Ridge 
• Connecting Ridge Extension 
• de Gerlache Rim 1 
• de Gerlache Rim 2 
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• de Gerlache-Kocher Massif 
• Haworth 
• Malapert Massif 
• Leibnitz Beta Plateau 
• Nobile Rim 1 
• Nobile Rim 2 
Amundsen Rim 

Each of these regions is located within six degrees of latitude of the lunar South Pole and, 

collectively, contain diverse geologic features. Together, the regions provide landing op-

tions for all potential Artemis III launch opportunities. Specific landing sites are tightly 

coupled to the timing of the launch window, so multiple regions ensure flexibility to 

launch throughout the year. 

 

The ashes of Ms. Nichols, who played Lieutenant Uhura on 
“Star Trek,” will be on a Vulcan rocket to be launched from 
Cape Canaveral, Fla., later this year. 

Ashes of Nichelle Nichols Are Set for  
Journey to Deep Space 
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Dragon Con 
Thursday, Sept. 1 to Monday, Sept. 5  

Atlanta Ga 

Sept 4,5 &8th 

Wrath of Khan 

On your own 

Sept. 5th Monday    

Labor Day 

Sept. 8th 

Star Trek Day 

Watch Party Paramount will be having 
a lot of streaming events that day and 
am sure others will as well 

Sept. 11th Sunday 

Briefing 1 pm  

Mi Ranchos 
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Please watch your emails and Facebook 
for online  and updates and changes to  
activities 

 
Oct.1st Saturday 
Sassafras Parade  
Burnett town SC 
 
Oct.29th Saturday 
Crew briefing 
Followed by 
Halloween fest  
Captain’s quarters 
5 pm until  
 
Oct 31 Monday 
Halloween 
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PROMOTIONS : 
None this period 
 
ACTIVITIES : 
July 10th 
The crew of the U.S.S. Star League visited the Augusta Museum to view a Lego 
competition in which local artisans were asked to recreate local landmarks in 
Lego Bricks. We are very proud to have two of the artists as members of our 
chapter and would like to offer our congratulations on taking second place in the 
competition. The representations of local landmarks were incredibly detailed us-
ing thousands of bricks to create these miniature wonders. 
Following the this we adjourned to a local restaurant for dinner at the captain’s 
table for our monthly briefing and planning session. We began our next commu-
nity support drive by starting a collection of needed school supplies to be donat-
ed to a local school. We also discussed a list of upcoming events that we could 
possibly take part in. It looks to be a full second half of the year of fun and ser-
vice. With a great deal of support from our executive officer our chapter has con-
firmed dates for a food drive and recruiting event at our local theater and we 
have also confirmed a date for our next Star Trek day with our local library and 
have begun planning a theme and looking at possible guests.. 
 
 
COMMENTS : 
We updated our social media pages and published our newsletter. 
 



This is a fan newsletter and is for information 
and to  
entertain and no copyright infringement is  
Intended.   

September 8, 2022 

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan 40th Anniversary presented 
by TCM 
Fathom Events, Turner Classic Movies and Paramount Pic-
tures are bringing Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan to select 
cinemas on September 4, 5 and 8, including exclusive in-
sights from TCM. One of the most celebrated and essential 
adventures from the STAR TREK universe, STAR TREK II: THE 
WRATH OF KHAN celebrates 40 years with the director's cut 
on the big screen. On routine training maneuvers, Admiral 
James T. Kirk seems resigned that this may be the last 
space mission of his career. But an adversary from the past 
has returned with a vengeance. Aided by his exiled band of 
genetic supermen, Khan (Ricardo Montalban) - brilliant rene-
gade of 20th century Earth - has raided Space Station Regula 
One, stolen the top-secret device called Project Genesis, 
wrested control of another Federation starship, and now 
schemes to set a most deadly trap for his old enemy Kirk... 
with the threat of a universal Armageddon  


